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• The gut microbiome is important for health, but hard to 
study in vivo due to its complexity and variability.

• Model organisms can be used to study interactions 
between microbial species by building specific 
communities in initially germ-free organisms.

• Previous work in the zebrafish gut determined 
interactions between bacterial species pairs dampen in 
a multispecies community (Sundarraman et al., 2020).

• One pair studied was Aeromonas (AE) and Enterobacter
(EN) which have a strong negative interaction.

• We have seen that a mutant Aeromonas strain (AEmb) 
has a different spatial structure in the gut than AE.
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1. How does a mutant microbial species with a different 
spatial structure alter interspecies interactions?

2. How is the interaction between the AEmb and EN pair 
different in a multispecies community?

Research Questions

Results

1. Inoculate germ-free fish with a set of 2 or 5 
commensal bacterial species at 5 days post 
fertilization (dpf).

2. Dissect out the gut and plate contents on agar plates 
to count colony forming units (CFU) at 7dpf.  

Methods
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Future Directions

• AEmb has a stronger negative interaction with 
EN than AE does.

• In contrast to previous work, this strong 
interaction is seen in a five-species community 
as well.

• Spatial distribution of species in the gut can 
influence interspecies interactions.

• Determine the mechanism of the strong 
negative interaction between AEmb and EN.

• Determine how multispecies communities alter 
interactions between pairs of species to affect 
community composition.
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Figure 1. The gut is dissected out (red outline) under a 
microscope (left). Average fish length is 2mm. On the 
agar plate (right) each species is a different color.

Figure 3. The 5-species 
log abundances per fish 
with (A) AE or (B) AEmb
included. Black squares 
indicate the average log 
abundances and standard 
deviation.

Figure 2. The 1-species 
and 2-species log 
abundances per fish for 
(A) EN (green), AE 
(purple), and (B) AEmb
(red). Black squares 
indicate the average log 
abundances and standard 
deviation.


